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1. FIitSт п.Eroxт ON THE WORLD d::Lтx вттцАтIогJ: Item б.2 of the Agenda (Documents 
А11/Р&B/30 and A1:l/Р&8/31) (continued) 

The СIАI1мг drew attention to the two draft resolutions before the Cormdttee, 

one proposed by Argentina (document All /Р&.Е /30) and the other submitted by the 

Chairman (111 /Ро /31) . 

Dr АLL1 КIA (Argentina) agreed to withdraw his draft resolution in favour of 

the one proposed by the Chairman, provided that an additional paragraph be inserted 

after paragraph 3 of that draft. The suggested paragraph, which would become 

paragraph L, would read as follows: 

REQUEST'S the Director -General to prepare a questionnaire on public health 
and, demographic aspects, so that it may be used by Member States as a guide 
in the preparation of their future reports. 

Professor HURTADO (Cuba) proposed an amendment to paragraph 3 of the Chаi man's draft 

resolution (Аll /Р &В /3l) in order to extend the deadline for submission of amendments 

from 1 September 1958 to 30 September 1956. 

With regard to p aragraph 5 of that draft resolution, which requested the 

Director -General to prepare for the Fifteenth World Health Assembly the second 

report on the world health situation, tie questioned whether this would allow 

sufficient time for the preparation of such a document. 

Médecin Colonel BERNARD (France) expressed agreement with the draft resolution 

submitted by the Chairman and also with the amendments proposed by Аrentina and 

Cuba. 

Professor CANAPERIA (Italy), commenting on the Argentine amendments, observed 

that a questionnaire had already been sent to Nimber States in order to assist in 

the presentation of the first report. It had been found difficult to adopt a 

uniform questionnaire suitable for every area, and the same difficulty would arise 
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in the case of the second report. With regard to the Cuban amendment, he would be 

in avour of postponing the deadline until 1 October 1958. 

Dr KAUL (Assistant Director- General, Department of Advisory Services) took the 

Argentine amendment to mean that the Director-General would try to devise a question- 

naire in the lijht of the experieizce that had been gained in the preparation of the 

first report. Since the second report would be for the period 1957 to 1960, and 

it was expected that governments would submit information on this period during the 

^ourse of 1961, the report would be prepared at the end of 1961 or at the beginning 

of 1962 and could be examined by the Fifteenth World Health Assembly in May 1962. 

If the amendments were accepted, the revised draft resolution would read as 

follows: 

The Eleventh World Health Assembly 

1. NOTES the first report on the world health situation prepared by the 
Director- General in pursuance of resolution WHA9.27; 

2. THANKS the Member governments for their assistance in providing material 
for this report; 

3. REQUESTS the Member governments of WHO to submit before 1 October 1958 
all amendments they wish to include in this report before it is finalized; 

L.. REQUESTS the Director -General to prepare a questionnaire on public health 
and demographic aspects, so that it may be used by the Member States as a guide 
in the preparation of future reports; 

5. INVITES the Members of the World Health Organization to prepare, as a 

further step towards fulfilment of their obligations under Article 61 of the 

Constitution, a second report covering as far as possible the period 1957 to 
1960, and 

6. REEQUESТS the Director- General to prepare for the Fifteenth World Health 
Assembly the second report on the world health situation. 

Decision: The draft resolution as amended was approved unanimously. 
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2. SPECIhL NEPORT REVIEtiuING ALL НЕ ACTIVITIES OF THE WORLD НЕ«L7.'N ORGANIZATION 
DURING PАST УЕАRS, INCLUDING .НЕ EнI0D OF Т INTERIM COIIПSSION: Item 6.3 
of the Agenda (Document А11/Р&В/29) (continued) 

The CHAIRМAN drew attention to the draft resolution contained in document 

Аll/Р&в/29. 

М decin Colonel BERNARD (France) was in agreement with the draft resolution, 

but he felt that the words "Expresses the hope" at the beginning of paragraph 2 

were insufficiently strong and he proposed that they be amended to "Is convinced". 

Decision: The Committee adopted the draft resolution, with the amendment 
proposed by the French delegate. 

3. A STUDY TO PLAN AN INТENSIFI Ю RESEARCH PROGRЙМмE: Supplementary Agenda Item 
(Documents All /P&В /32, All /P&U /WP /5) (continued) 

The СHАIRv,АН called upon the delegate of the United States to introduce the 

revised draft resolution proposed by his delegation, and which read as follows: 

The Eleventh World Health Assembly, 

Having studied the зroposal submitted by the Delegation of the United 
States of America for the development of a plan for an intensified research 
programme, and its offer of additional funds fir this purpose; 

Noting that WHO, under its Constitution,. is required to promote and 
conduct research in the field of health; 

Realizing that the Organization is already playing an important role in 
stimulating and co- ordinating research in medical and scientific fields; 

Considering that further knowledge is needed on the etiology, treatment 
and prevention of certain diseases common to mankind, including chronic 
diseases such as cancer, heart disease and other diseases; 
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Recognizing that the Organizatioi has established a system of co- 
ordination cf research through collaboration with laboratories and 
institutions on a world -wide scale, and 

Recognizing that a well -designed plan or expanding the role of WHO in 
research would merit the support cf many Member States, 

1. ТНН DYES the United States of America for this initiative and for the 
contribution of funds to enable the Director -General to prepare a plan for 
a programme of co- ordinated international research; 

2. BELI1ES that, within the policies established by WHO, the Organization 
can profitat ly expand its role in research along the lines proposed; 

3. REQL SТS the Director -General: 

(1) to organize and arrange for a special study of the role of WHO in 
medical and health research and of ways in which the Organization might 
assist more adequately in stimulating and co- ordinating research and 
developing research personnel; 

(2) to prepare a plan on the basis of such study in the furtherance of 
research for transmission to the twenty -third session of the Executive 
Board and to the Twelfth World Health Assembly, with cost estimates. 

Dr LEE (United States of America) said that the revised proposal offered by 

his delegation was more generally worded than the original draft resolution. The 

changes that had been made were in the main the deletion of some of the more 

specific references to diseases and areas of activity. He hoped that they would 

meet with the approval of delegates. 

Dr ALLARIA (Argentina) hoped that some of the funds in question, offered so 

generously by the United States of America, would be devoted to social, educational 

and economic areas of research. He suggested that the words "medical and health" 

in operative paragraph 3(1) should be deleted. 

Dr ТURBOТТ (New Zealand) thought that the reference in operative pararaрh 2 

to "the lines proposed" might tie the Director- General too closely to the programme 

outlined in the background document. He felt that it would be preferable to leave 

the proposed expert Ciniriitt&i free to determine its own programme. He suggested, 

therefore, that the words "along the lines proposed" should be deleted. 
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Dr TEWARI (India) thought that the words "certain diseases" in the fourth 

introductory paragraph might be taken to imply that the last word could be said 

on the etiology, treatment and prevention of diseases other than those specified. 

le thought that the scope of the resolution would be broader if the word "certain" 

was deleted. He also felt that the word "international" in operative paragraph 1 

of the draft resolution should be deleted, on the grounds that it might imply that 

research under national auspices would not be entitled to assistance. 

Dr EVANG (Norway) thought that it would remove all doubt as to the scope of 

the resolution if the United States would agree to substitute the words "within 

the provisions of its Constitution" for the words "policies established by Q" 

in operative paragraph 2 of the draft resolution, 

Dr LEE (United States of America) accepted all the proposed amendments in 

Lehalf of his delegation. 

At the request of the CНAIЮ4АN, Dr KAUL (Assistant Director -General, Depart- 

ment of Advisory Services) read out to the Committee the revised draft resolution 

proposed by the delegation of the United States of America, as amended. 

Decision: The draft resolution proposed by the United States delegation, 
as amended, was approved unanimously. 

The CНIUR N said that the resolution just adopted would be referred to the 

Cоiпmi.ttee on Administration, Finance and Legal Natters for the completion of the 

financial arrangements, as decided by the Health AssEmbly. The resolution would 

tnus constitute the first report of the Programme and Budget Committee to the 

Committee on Administration, Financè and Legal utters. 
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4, DEvÿLoР' Nтs IN AСТimiEs Assтsг =�г JoINТ Y -greli UNICEF: Item 6.14 of the 
Agenda (Official Records No. 83, Resolution EВ21.R45, Document All /P&B /12) 

The СНАIB N asked the Assistant Director- General, Advisory Services, to intro- 

duce the Director -General's report on developments in activities assisted jointly wit?. 

UNICEF (document All /Р&в /12). 

Dr Ю UL (Assistant Director -General, Department of Advisory Services) wished to 

draw the Committee's attention to throe major points in the report. The position 

in regard to malaria eradication and joint assistance in that field was set out in 

detail in section 4.1 of the report. Joint activities in that field included some 

47 projests all over the world. It would be noted that about 8 000 000 had been 

allocated by UNICEF for malaria eradication in 1957. At an earlier stage, the 

UNICEF Executive Board had decided that it would participate in the prograrmme to 

the extent of 10 000 000. That figure had almost been reached in 1957, if cor. 

tain pending allocations were taken into account. He drew the Committee's attention 

to the fact that future arrangements had been discussed at the last session of the 

UNICEF Executive Board. UNICEF а parently intended after 1960 to reduce its expen- 

diture on malaria eradication to some 5 4 000 000 or ñ 5 000 000. The WHO repre- 

sentative et the meeting had drawn attention to the probable ne ds of the programme 

beyond 1960 and had recalled resolution ЕВ21.R1. adopted by the Executive Board of 

WHO. 

Details regarding the procedure for collaboration in social activities with the 

Bureau of Social Affairs of tha United Nations were given in section 5.3 of the ropes 

In essence, the procedure was that jointly- assisted social activities should obtain 

the technical approval of the Bureau of Social Affairs. It was also intended that 

in broad programmes, such as community development, all elements of the programme 

should receive technical approval from the competent tuсhnzc &1 аgeгs 1496. 
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The establishшсnt of the F'A0 /UNuIC ,F i'olicy Comm tte,. dt scriL in s,..k. L:�on 7 

of the report. For the time be,ang that decision had been taken as a provisional 

easúre: it would be reviewed by. the FAO Council and the UNICEF' Executive bo:-'rd. 

It had been agreed that the Director- General of WHO should be invited to be repre- 

at meetings of the FAO /UNICEF Joint Policy Committee and to participate in 

the discussions. Documentation for the Committee bearing on WHO's interests was 

to be cleared with WHO. . 

Dr ROУAARD5 (Netherlands) wished to refer to section 6 о the report on nutri- 

tion. The problem of malnutrition and defici,ncy diseases existed in many parts 

of the world. The nutritional conferences sponsored by WHO and FAO in Africa and 

Asia had demonstrated the need for improvement in that field. Tuberculosis and 

intestinal diseases, inter ilia, would not affect general health to the extent they 

lid if standards of nutrition were higher. Indeed, control programmes in those 

dii _аses depended very largely on improvements in nutrition. Nevertheless, the 

organization of nutritional services had been somewhat n�glectcd. For example, 

there was no regional advis.r on nutrition in the Western Pacific Region. [Much 

of the field had been left to FA0, but nutrition had many aspects of which the 

gricultural aspect was only one. Basically, nutrition was n clinical problem 

,,hi.ch required medical investi �íti.on. Only WHO could provid,. a sound scientific 

aг' medical tasis for the co- ordination of activities in nutrition. Thеге sheulr 
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for instance be follow -up surveys on the supplementary feeding programmes adminis- 

tered by UNICEF. FAO could not counsel countries on the organization of subsis- 

tence agriculture without advice on the nutritional requirements of the country in 

question. He was therefore very pleased to note that the appointment of nutritional 

advisers was under consideration and that WHO wished to be closely associated with 

UNICEF activities in nutrition in the future. 

Miss RADIC 
r 
(Yugoslavia) stated that her delegation would like to express its 

1 satisfaction at the happy development of the relations between WHO and UNICEF. 

Yugoslavia had long been a member of the UNICEF Executive Board and had had an 

opportunity to take an active part in the planning of joint projects. There were 

few spheres of co- operative activity within the United Nations that had proved as 

successful. 

The joint work on malaria eradication was one of the more satisfactory in- 

stances of that co- operation and her delegation hoped that it would be continued in 

the future, 

Yugoslavia believed it would be in the best interest to retain the existing 

procedure whereby WHO was responsible for the technical approval of joint projects, 

and the UNICEF Executive Board, as the policy- making organ of UNICEF, had the final 

decision on the work to be undertaken. 

The Yugoslav delegation would welcome more emphasis in the future on activi- 

ties for the training of all categories of professional and auxiliary medical staff. 
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Dr .:LL' >FL (:.rntina) ccnеratul t..d the Director -Gen, ral on tilt excellent 

r,00rt before the Committee. He particularly welcomed the outline of activities 

in maternal and child welfare (section 5) on which governments night look to WHO 

•end UNICEF for help. They would be of great assistance to the rgentin< authorities 

in drawing up plans for the immediate and more distant future. 

argentine had for some time past been considering the idea of co- ordinating 

maternal and child hey > >lth services with othr.r community development work, аna the 

:uiding lines laid down in the report would be of great benefit in gutting that 

-?ea into practice. 

in conclusion, h,. wondered whether there was any possibility of WHO and the 

they organizations concerned considering a change in the existing definition of 

eternal and child health to cover the child and the family as a whole. '1`h: t 

'rould be more in line with present -day ideas on integrated community development. 

Dr DIАZ- СOLLEК (Mexico) r:•marked that the reasons for the failure of many 

health programmes in the past had been the inadequate training of doctors in publie- 

ealth measures for the control of communicable diseases. не believed that any 

!ands UNICEF and WHO might invest in the training of key staff for chairs of 

�aediatrics and preventive medicine would bring the most abundant return in terms 

better health for chilrеn. Не accordingly suggested that UNu С FF and WHO, 

:ctinc7 together, should find ways and means of subsidizin' medical schools f о the 

,urpose of setting up or improving departments of preventive; medicine and pse'Ltrics 

wherever the ne'. d existed. 
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Dr ::LJ_LЕU (France) said he was glad to have the opportunity of expressing his 

e1egtion гs appreciation of the joint efforts of WНO and UNICEF. In the early 

years, UNICEF activities had appeared to be a little apart from those of WHO but as 

time had gone on the two had become more or less complementary. Accordingly, 

countries such as Franc: which gave financial support to UNICEF were able to feel 

that they were at the same time supporting WHO. 

While UNICEF, as an independent organization, could use its funds in line with 

its own policy alone, it was nevertheless more and more coming to associate itself 

with WHO's health policy and even, in certain spheres, it was doing pioneering work. 

The relations between the secretariats of WНO and of UNICEF were excellent. 

The desire of UNICEF to have a policy of its own and to decide how its funds should 

be utilized was not in itself a disturbing factor. He trusted, too, that nothing 

on the part of WHO would intervene to disturb the joint activities which were of 

such great benefit to children all over the world. 

Dr KWEI (Ghana) noted the mention of trachoma and related eye diseases in 

the report. He would like to know exactly what the related eye diseases comprised; 

and what UNICEF's attitude was towards bilharziasis programmes. 

He wished, too, to have some explanation of the position of WHO in regard to 

possible joint activities of FAO and UNICEF in nutrition. Ghana and other countr.es 

were getting assistance in a number of ways from international bodies and it was 

essential for governments to know the precise sphere of competence of each body. 

Nutrition was a part of health, and it was clearly stated in the Constitution that 

WHO should be the directing and co- ordinating authority in health matters. He would 

therefore like to be assured that WHO Is competence in the matter of nutrition would 

be safeguarded in respect of those new activities. 
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Dr 5нNCHEZ VIGIL (Nicaragua) endorsed the views expressed by the lexican 

delegate as being very pertinent. If health programmes were to be carried through 

to success, better training in public health was essential in the medical schools. 

The work of raising лf living standards in countries like his own was ob- 

viously a long -term endeavour. In the past, the efforts of the Rockefeller 

Foundation in Nicaragua over many years had made but a slight impression on the 

Basic health situation because of the ignorance of the people on 'how to help them- 

selves, poor sanitation, and low standards of training and lack of knowledge of 

�.reventive medicine among the health personnel. A similar situation prevailed 

in respect of agriculture, where a vast work of educating the people to improve 

cultivation, marketing of produce, and so on, was still to be done. If WHO and 

IICEF were to take the lead in encouraging greater emphasis on preventive mеdinine 

y subsidizing chairs in the subject in the medical schools, that would undoubtedly 

dive a great impetus to the work in the future, and the ensuing improvement in 

iealth would have repercussions on social and economic standards as well. Considera- 

çion might also be given to similar action in respect of health statistics. 

Professor CLAVERO (Spain) availed himself of the opportunity to express his 

ratitude to WHO and UNICEF for their joint work in helping to raise health standards 

in his country. 
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In the past few years, much had been done with their help to improve 

milk supplies for children and to set up services designed to reduce infant 

mortality. Trachoma was another disease affecting children especially and, 

again, work in a wide area in eastern Spain was being actively pursued now that 

funds had been released by the disappearance of malaria from the country. 

Work on congenital syphilis was also proceeding apace, with the setting up of 

well -equipped laboratories, and a start had been made on rehabilitation of 

physically handicapped children. 

The CRIIDМAN invited the Deputy Executive Director of UNICEF to speak. 

Mrs SINCLAIR, Deputy Executive Director of UNICEF, thanked delegates for 

the many kind and encouraging references made to UNјјki in the discussion. 

Much had been said in the discussion about the importance of training. 

UNICEF was well aware that the provision of supplies and equipment would not in 

itself produce enough trained staff to cover the existing needs in the world 

today. The Executive Board of UNICEF was very interested in increasing its 

assistance to training pragгапшеs and had given instructions to that effect at 

its last session. FЪrthermore, UNICEF was already authorized to give assistance 

on request for the development of chairs of paediatrics and preventive medicine 

in medical schools. 
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Nutrition was another sphere it which UNICEF interest was growing. UNICEF 

Jas seeking ways, in conjunction with WHO and FAO, to develop its activities 

on the subject. It had asked FAO to carryc.t a survey on the UNICEF milk 

distribution projects with the object of evaluating that work to date and of 

having some guidance for its future activities of the kind. The results of 

the survey should be available within the next year or two. 

UNICEF assistance to malaria eradication programmes had also been stressed 

in the discussion. The Executive Board of UNICEF had the duty of deciding how 

the funds made available to it should be spent, and the problem usually was that 

the various spheres of activity and the needs were larger than the funds. In 

1955 WHO had asked UNICEF to participate in malaria eradication programmes. 

he Executive Board of UNICEF, recognizing the urgency of the problem and 

its special character in terms of time, had agreed that, for the period that 

was foreseen, it would be prepared to establish a certain balance .= both 

financial and geographical - in its allocations for health work in favour 

of malaria on the understanding that the imbаlance would be redressed in 

suitable ways once the urEency was over. In that connexion, she would like 

to correct a wrong impression that might have been given by Dr Kau1: UNICEF's 

decision had been to allocate not more than ° 10 000 000 a year. 
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The r, cords of the UNICEF Executive Board would show that, great as was 

the interest in malaria eradication, there had been reminders from time to time 

of the importance of aid to basic services, such as nutrition and maternal and 

child health. WHO had been greatly concerned at the decision of the UNICEF 

Executive Board at its last session to reduce the amount allocated for malarд.a . 

eradication programmes after the year 1960. The reasons for that decision 

were, in the first place, purely financial: UNICEF was supported by voluntary 

contributions from governments and private sources and hence could net accurately 

forecast its income for any particular year. It was accordingly bound to 

exercise caution in undertaking future commitment of funds. Secondly, it had 

been based on forecasts made by WHO of the probable duration of the eradication 

campaigns, according to which the peak of the operations would be reached in 1960, 

and if all went to plan there was reason to expect a reduction in the costs after 

that year. 

If the expectations were not fulfilled, the matter would have to be referred 

again to the UNICEF Executive Board and she was not in a position at the present 

moment to predict the outcome of such an approach. UNI(! would, of course, with 

its partners WHO and the International Co- operation Administration be in close 

touch with developments in malaria eradication. There was, therefore, every 

reason to hope that the programmes would be brought to a successful conclusion 

and that UNICEF would be able to play a reasonable part in them. 
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The institution of more precise relationships between UNICEF and FAO and 

the United Nations Bureau of Social Affairs brought in its train a problem. 

As UNICEF was now extending its work into a number of spheres that were of interest 

to more than one agency, the procedure for tе hnical'аppгoval and joint 

gonsйltation would be more complicated, placing a more onerous task on the UNICEF 

Secretariat. She accordingly would plead for retaining the simplest possible 

oroceduros in the joint planning of projects, so as to cut to the minimum the 

.ielay in the execution cf projects. 

UNICEF had already received a number of requests from governments fur 

• .ssistance on bilharziasis orogrammes. The question h гЭ been referred to the 

_гΡаоЕРАНO Joint Committee on Health Policy. WHO had informed the Joint 

^ommittee that knowledge of eradication methods was not yet such as to warrant 

"the institution of eradication programmes and until that situation changed 

UNIС' was not prepared to meet such requests. 

In conclusion, she expressed on behalf of her colleagues in UNICEF warm 

wppreciation to the staff of WHO, at Headquarters, in the regional offices and 

in the field, for the tremendous help given to UNICEF in the carrying out of the 

joint work. The combined efforts of the two organizations went far beyond what 

each one separately could accomplish. 

The CНAIRIN thanked Mrs Sinclair for her statement. He had great 

lua sure in expressing WHO,s gratitude to UNICEF for its helpful со--oреralion in 

health work throughout the world. 
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Dr KAUL (Assistant Director -General, Department of Advisory Services) noted, in 

reply to the Netherlands delegate, that the Director-General was expanding the 

activity of WHO and its staff to the extent that nutritional activities were being 

developed in the field. It had been recognized by FAO that нО should take a 

larger share in activities in nutrition in the future. 

In reply to the delegate of Ghana, he said that the phrase "related eye diseases' 

in paragraph tá.2.1 of the report meant principally septic conjunctivitis. In regar. 

to his concern about the representation of WHO on the F.O /UNICEF Joint Policy Committt 

he referred him to page 12, which gave the terms of reference of the Joint Committee. 

Paragraph (a) seemed to refer specifically to FAO's sphere of competence. The clinic 

aspects of nutrition would normally come to the UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee. It was 

hoped that within the established procedures for inter- agency co- operation arrange- 

ments would be made for the clearance of documentation, and planning would be so 

co- ordinated that any duplication would be avoided. 

In regard to the point raised by Мrs Sinclair, he said that it had been very 

difficult in previous years to estimate the cost of the world programmes for the 

eradication of malaria. He could not recall that WHO had ever given a formal estimt 

There had been tentative suggestions and discussions but it would be too definite 

to say that an estimate had been given on which forward planning had been based. It 

was now possible to give a better estimate of costs than it had been two or three 

years previously; those estimates were given in the malaria eradication programme 

which was before the World Health i.ssembly at the moment. 
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Dr 'I'ЕWЙRI (India) remarked that the Director -General's report on co- operation 

with iгrгΡICEF made very pleasing reading. India had always had the most cordial 

relations with both UNICEF and 11110 авd was prend of the fact that with their 

assistance it had been able to carry ont pxblib health programmes which were already 

beginning to show good results. 

It was entirely fitting that UNICEF's activities should now be expanded in 

collaboration with other United Nations bodies to cover nutritional and social 

matters - matters which were so closely inter -linked with health. Care would 

nevertheless have to be taken to ensure the development of those new relations on 

the right lines, so as to avoid possible conflict of interests and overlapping. 

:лuch would undoubtedly depend on th. personal contacts maintained among the heads 

of the different agencies. 

It would be noticed from the table in the Director -General's report, section 4.1, 

that the UNICEF outlay on malaria eradication tended to increase from the eastern to 

the western hemisphere, whereas the expenditure on malaria control rose in the 

opposite direction. There should, he believed, be a shift of emphasis in the 

placement of those funds. 

In regard to the raising of funds for UNICEF's work on malaria eradication, 

India was ready to do its utmost to help in reaching the ceiling of $ 10 000 000 

that had been set. 

It should be borne in mind that malaria eradication required a large capital 

investment on the part of the governments concerned and India, Xor instance, had 

already invested large sums in the initial operations. Owing to a certain amount of 

delay at the outset, there was a possibility that operations would have to be 
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extended beyond the original period envisaged. He accordingly hoped that, once the 

programme was lаДnсhed in earnest, there would be no difficulty in making available 

the necessary funds for its completion. 

He went on to comment on other health programmes now in progress in his country - 

in trachoma control, tuberculosis control and maternal and child health. Training 

was, of course, axi essential part of the maternal and child health programme and 

every effort was being made to give a bias to the preventive side of public health 

measures. 

Lastly, he trusted that the importance of environmental sanitation for health 

programmes in general would be borne in mind by UNICEF in considering its future 

activities. 

The СНАIRNЙи submitted for the Согmittee1s consideration the following draft 

resolution: 

The Eleventh World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director -General on the developments 
and activities assisted jointly with UNICEF; 

Having noted the action taken by the UNICEF Executive Board at its 
September 1957 and March 1958 sessions concerning questions which are of direct 
interest to WHO; 

Considering the importance attached by governments to malaria eradication 
and the need for international funds to supplement national efforts in 
programmes of malaria eradication; 

1. NOTES the report of the Director- General; 

2. EXPRESSES the hope that the UNICEF Executive Board will continue to give 
maximum assistance to malaria eradication in future; 

З. EXPRESSES its satisfaction with the continued close and effective 
co-operation between the two organizations, 
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Professor MUNТENDA - (Netherlands) moved the adoption of the :haft rescluticn. 

Decision: The draft resolution was unanimously approved for submission 
to the Health Assembly. 

The meeting rose at 6.55 p.m. 


